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Introduction.
Throughout this paper we assume that allspaces are just topologicalspaces,
otherwise specified. We start from the following theorem:
Theorem 0 [10]. Let XxY be piecewise rectangular. Then,
(*) ld(XxY)£UX+ldY.
Where In Z for a space Z Is a dimension function introduced by B. A. Pasynkov
[9], and we will give its definitionin the following section of this paper as
well as the definition of piecewise rectangularity.
Corollary 0 [10]. Let XxY be normal, piecewise rectangular, and let each
of X and Y satisfy a finitesum theorem for Ind (FST(Ind) for short). Then we
have
(**) Ind(ZxF)^IndZ+IndF.
The proofs for these results have not yet been published. The central ideas
for those were presented by the firstauthor at General Topology and Geometric
Topology Symposium held at Tsukuba in 1990; the simplest case when XxY
is compact was talked there. Detailed proofs for Theorem 0 and Corollary 0
were given also by the firstauthor when he visited Tsukuba in 1991 (see [12]).
On this occasion we discussed the following conjecture:
Conjecture. Let IT=Xl'xX2,^^X1f, X1=X1'＼{*}> and the product 770=
XiXX2 be piecewise rectangularand satisfythe following condition(#).
(#) Every set H is functionallyseparated from {*}xX2 whenever H is
closedin E and Z/n({*} xX2)=0. Then, we have Id /7^IdZ/+IdX2.
In thispaper we shallprove thisconjecturefor the followingcases:
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Theorem 1. The conjecture is trure, when IJ0 ts rectangular.
Theorem 2. It is true when it satisfiesthe following condition(##) as well
as the condition(#):
(##) UXl^ldX1'.
Moreover, we will show the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let II=X1'xX2', xt<=Xi',Xi=Xi'＼{xi}, and theproduct /70=
XxxX2 be piecewiserectangularsatisfyingthefollowingcondition(###):
(###) Every set H is functionallyseparatedfrom Et whenever H is closed
in IT, and Hr＼Et=0, where E1=X/x{x2} and E2={x1}xX2'. Then, we have
IdJ7^IdZ1+IdA'1!.
Conventions. We shall use the following conventions. The set dFU
denotes the boundary of the set U in F. For a subset A of a space B the set
＼_A]Bdenotes the closure of A in B. Some Greek letters are used to denote
some families consisting of subsets of a space (in particular, w does not mean
the firstinfinite ordinal).
1. Definitions and Preliminaries.
We start from definitions(for the simplicity we only deal with a product
with two factors, and see [10, 11] for general cases). A subset of a product
space TI=X1xX2 is said to be a functionally open rectangle (FORect, for short)
if it is of the form UiXU2> where each Ui is a functionally open in Xt. A
clopen (that is, both closed and open) subset of a FORect is called a functionally
open rectangular piece (FORectP, for short). A cover of U by FORect (resp.
FQRectP) sets is called functionally open rectangular (FORect, for short) (resp.
functionally open piecewise rectangular (FOPRect, for short).
Definition 0 [10]. A product // is called piecewise rectangular (resp. rec-
tangular) if each finite functionally open cover has a <r-locallyfinite FOPRect
(resp. FORect) refinement.
Let X and a) be families of subsets of X. Then X is called finite relative
to(a if for any 0e<y the family |Fg2: Fr＼O^0] is finite. X is called uni-
formly locallyfinite(ULF, for short) if X is finiterelative to a functionally open
locally finite(FOLF, for short) cover of X (see [6], and Remark 2).
Let X and a be closed families (that is, families of closed subsets) of a
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space X. Then we shall call k breaks p.if for every Fe/i and for any two
closed subsets A and B of F, which are functionally separated (FS, for short)
in X, there exists an element CG/i contained in F, which is a partition between
A and B in F (see [9]).
Definition 1 [12]. A family X' consiting of subsets of X uniformly
generates a family X if for every Lei there is a ULF family p.L consisting of
closed subsets of some members of X' such that L ―＼JaL.
Definition 2 [9]. We define IdA"=―1 if and only if X=0. We put
idX^Ln for n = 0, 1, 2, ･･･, if there are k+2 closed families aif ―l^i^k^n,
in X satisfying the following conditions:
a) <7-i={0}, X£EGk, ai+l^au ―l^i<Lk ―l;
b) (Ti breaks ai+i;
c) For any members A and B of ot their union A＼jB is also a member
of Oi (in this case we say that the family Oi is additive).
d) Any closed subset of a member of at is also a member of at (in this
case we say that the family d is monotone).
The following lemmas are used by the first author to prove Theorem 0,
and those proofs can be seen in [121.
Lemma 1. Let C and D be disjoint closed subsets of X. Let X be a locally
finiteclosed cover of X, and assume that for each F(eX there exists a partition
PF in F between Cf＼F and Df~＼F. Then there exists a partition P in X between
C and D such that
T
＼J{PF:F(eX}KJT^P, where
= {x<=X: x(EFnF' for some distinctF and F' of X)
LEMMA 2. Let ft'and X' be closed families, and ft and A be the families
uniformly generated by them, respectively. Then, A breaks ftif fi'is additive and
1' breaks a'.
Lemma 3. // familiesXa,a^A, are ULF in X and the family n―{＼jXa'･
a^A} is also ULF in X, then the whole family X=＼J{Xa,a^A) is ULF in X
asain.
LEMMA 4. Let C and D be disjointclosed subsets of a closed subset F of
X, and let oi be an open cover of F having the following properties:
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a) Every member of m is disjoint from either C or D;
b) m is a union of countahly many ULF subfamilies <w,:satisfying that there
exists a FOLF cover Q of X for which the cover QAF={UnF: U<bQ] refines
the countable cover {＼Jmt). Then there exists a closed family k, which is ULF
in X, satisfying that for each Lai there exists OGa; with dF0'^L, and that the
set KjX is partition between C and D in F.
Using theselemmas we can show the followingcorollaries.
Corollary 1 (Uniformly locallyfinitesum theorem). Let X be normal and
satisfyFSTQnd). Then indX^n if it can he representedas a union of a ULF
coveringof at most n-dimensional{in thesenseof Ind) closedsubsets.
The following corollary has been proved by the first author for the case
X is paracompact.
Corollary 2 (Locally finitesum theorem). Let X he strongly normal (see
the final sectionfor its definition)satisfying FST(lnd). Then, Corollary 1 holds
for every locally finiteclosed cover.
Corollary 3 [B. A. Pasynkov, unpublished]. Let G be a normal topological
group satisfying FST(Ind). Then Ind G=loc Ind G.
The following lemma can be quoted from a paper of K. Morita [7].
Lemma 5. Let XzDQaz^FazDUa) and Oa and Fa be functionally open (FO,
for short) and functionally closed (FC, for short) subsets,respectively. Then the
family {Ua) is ULF in X if the family ＼Oa)is locally finitein X.
Lemma 6. Let S be a closed subsets of a space X with following properties:
(a) Every set H is FS from S in X, whenever H is closed in X and is
disjointfrom S;
(b) There exist two closed, monotone, additive families X and fiin X satisfy-
ing that for any Fg/j there existsa functionally open neighborhood (FONbd, for
short) O of S and a PgX which is a partion between °C= Cr＼[O~]and °D=Dr＼
[0] in °F= Fr＼＼_0~],whenever C and D are closed subsets of F and are FS in X;
(c) X' breaks fi',where X' and p! are the subfamilies of X and p. consisting
of all the elements disjointfrom S, respectively. Then X breaks p.
Proof. Let C and D be closed subsetsin Fg≪, which are FS in X. Then,
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we have
d) a FONbd 0 of S and a Px(=k such that Pi is a partition between °C
and °D in °F;
e) a FONbd U of 5 such that two sets [£/]and X＼O are FS in X. Take
/V^ which is a partition between Cu=C＼U and DV=D＼U in FV=F＼U. Since
FO=F＼O and £/F=Fn[£/] are FS in Z, so is also Fo and F3U=Fr＼dU. Since
Fv(=fi',there exists a partition P3^ between Fo and F5U-in Fy.
It is not difficultto show that there exist two disjoint open sets Gx and G2
in F such that F＼Ps=G1＼jG2) Fu^>H=GlC＼P,, °FzdK=G2＼JPz. Hence, it holds
that H and K are closed, Ps=Hr＼K<=X, Pt(~＼Kis a partition between Cnif and
Dr＼K in if, and that P2r＼H is a partition between Cr＼H and Z)n# in H.
By Lemma 1 we have a partition P between C and D in F with Pi＼jP2VJ
P3=)P. Hence, -2breaks ≪,and this completes the proof.
2. Proofs cf our theorems.
We start from a construction of the following special closed families.
By the definition of Id it is possible to choose closed families a/, /= ―1,
0, ･･･,n(i),i―l, 2, in Xi and X2 such that
(a) a_1i={0＼, ^'Gff.dj1, X2(E<jnW2, ffj+SiDGj*,-l^j^n(i)-l;
(b) a/ breaks aj+i, ―l£j^n(i)―l, i=l, 2;
(c) Oj- is monotone and additive, ―l<Lj?^n(i), i=l, 2.
Put cWx^W^l^xF2: F^ojuS, i=l, 2}, and
*-i={0}, oj=V{ajWlXaJWB: j=j(X)+j{2)}
for 0^y^n(l) + n(2).
Let <r^*be the family consisting of all finite unions of closed subsets of
elements of the family ajf and aJ**={F^aJ*: FC＼S=0). Let 1/ be the
family uniformly generated by aj** in II, and
The following lemma together with Lemma 6 completes our proof of Theorem
1, since each I, is obviously additive and monotone, and
2-1― {0L H^SnCD +nWr Zj+l^Ej-
Note that it satisfiesthe condition (b) in Lemma 6 since (#) holds and we can
apply Lemma 1, putting X=F, for each element F of <y7**.
Lemma 7. 2＼_i'breaks 2/ for (K/^n(l)+n(2).
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Proof. By Lemma 2 it is sufficiento prove thati^-/ breaks ffj**. Let
F<=Gj**. For the sake of simplicitywe can assume that F=G＼jH, where G
and H are closedsubsets of rectangles GxxG＼ HlxH*, G^ojuS, H^otw*,
8= 1, 2, respectively,satisfyingj(l)+j(2)=t(l)+t(2)=j.
When j(i)=t(i),i=l, 2, it reduces to the case when F is a closed subset of
a single rectangle, since (G1＼jHx)x(G2KJH2)zdF and G^H^ajw*, i=l, 2.
When jifi^tii),i=l, 2, then it also reduces to the above case, since ff/_i3
{Glr＼Hl)X{G2C＼H2)z>Gr＼H and Lemma 1 holds. Thus, let F(=<jj**, F'xF'zdF,
Fi^ajWi, i―l, 2, /(l)+/(2)=/, and let C, D be closed subsets of F which is
FS in 77. Using (#) we have FO sets W, Wt and W2 and FC sets 7/ and 7/j
in 77 such that
(1) IT＼FzdW2^H^W^H1^W1^S.
There exist FO sets 0c and OD in 77 such that
(2) Cr＼Oc=0, DnOD=0 and OCVJOD=TI＼H.
Since 770 is rectangular, there exists a a-locally finite FORect family a) such
that (D refines the binary cover {Oc, OD} so that each of its elements is disjoint
from either C or D by (2), and
(3) Ua)=OcUOD=II＼H. Let <oj={Oa: a&Aj} be LF in 770, and m=＼Ja>j.
J=0
Put Oa^Oa'xOa2, where Q/ is an FO in Zi; z=l, 2. Let xeOa2. Then
(Oa'x {x})r＼(Wr＼(X1'x{x}))=0, since T/nO^'x {x} = 0. So that if we take a
continuous function /: Zxx {x} ―>[0, 1], with f-＼0,1] = CVxfx}, then the
function /', which is equal to 0 at the point (*, x) and coincides with / on
XiX{x＼, is continuous. Hence, Qa1 is FO set in Xx'. Let /^ be a continuous
function from either Z/ or X2 to [0, 1] such that Oai=(fai)~＼0, 1], respectively.
Let
TV^/a*)"1!!/*, 1], W^/VrWMl f= 2, 3, ･･･. Then, for each set
FaJC^F1 there exists an open set G^* in Fl such that
(4) Vat^lGaft^Gat^FaSrsFt, dpiiP^)^ (Tjw-i*･
Then, by Lemma 5 the families Vjt={Vat: ≪e^}, y=0, 1, 2, ･■･,f=2, 3, ･■■,
are ULF in 770, since OazDFatZD[Vat~], where
(5) Vat ―Va^xVat2 are FO, and the sets Fa^xFat2 are FC in both spaces
77 and 770.
Hence, let vjt be finiterelative to a FOLF cover p. of 770. Then, vjt is
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ULF in 77 also, since it is finite relative to the FOLF cover ＼Q＼Hii Q<Bft}＼J
{W} of 77. Obviously, [F] is disjoint from either C or D for every V(Evjt.
Hence, so is the set
(6) Gat = GatlxGat2^Vat+l, and the family rit= {Gat: at=Aj} is ULF in 77
by (4) and vjt+1is ULF in 77.
If xgF then there exist / and ≪e^ such that x^Fat, and hence xeGa£.
It follows that the family y ―＼j{icjt＼j"^0, t^2} covers F consisting of open
sets in F*=F1xF2. Let Gjt = ＼J7it. Then,
(7) Gjt=>{＼Jvjt)nF*,
since Gati^FatinFi^Vatir＼Fi, i=l, 2, and GatZDVat^F*. Because Vat are
FO in 77 by (5) and the family vjt is ULF in 77, it holds that the sets UvJt
are FO in 77, and that the family Q= {＼jVjt:7>0, t^2}＼J{W} is a FO countable
cover of 77. Hence, we can assume that Q is LF, since any FO countable
cover has an LF and FO countable refinement. So that by (6),(7), and Lemma
4 there exists a closed family 1, which is ULF in 77, such that for each Lei
there exists Gat(^Yjt satisfying that
Lc(dF*Gat)r＼F = Fn((dGlat X Glt)＼J{GlatxdG*t)),
which is an element of ffj-i**and that P = VJl is a partition between C and D
in F. Obviously, since the set P is a member of Ij-i, our proof is completed.
Corollary 1. The inequality (**)is valid when XxY is normal, both factor
spaces X and Y satisfy FST(Ind), the one point set {*} is closed in Y and Xx
(Y＼{*＼)is rectangular.
We will give a proof of Theorem 3. We start from reconstruction of the
following special closed families.
By the definition of Id it is possible to choose closed families r/, /= ―1,
0, ...,n(0, *"=1,2 in Xt such that
(a) r_!*={0}, ^tGrnc,)', :itlb:/, -l^n(/)-l;
(b) r/ breaks r,-+1＼-l^/^n(0-l, ≪= l, 2;
(c-d) r/ is monotone and additive, ―l^j^n(i), i=l, 2.
Lemma 8. Let <r/={Fer/: F is closed in X/ and xt£F] for ―l<Lj<
n(i)―l, and let On^-? be the set of all closed subsets in X/, i=l, 2. Then, a/
breaks Oj+i in Xt'. Hence, IdX/^ldXi.
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Proof. It sufficesto show it for every element F£<r/ with x^F. For
given closed subsets C and D of F, which are FS in X/, let /: Z/―≫/ be a
continuous map with f(D)=Q and /(C)=l. Then, we can assume that C con-
tains a neighborhood of xu using the value of f(xt). Hence, by (b) we have
an element Ler,_i＼ which is a partition between C and D in X<. It is not
difficultto see that L^Oj-i, and is a partition between C and D in X/. This
completes our proof of this lemma.
Put
and
for (K/^n(l) + n(2).
Let er/ be the family consisting of all finite unions of closed subsets of
elements of the family ajt and let Ij be the family uniformly generated by
ffj*in IT.
Then the following lemma completes our proof of Theorem 3, since each
Ij is obviously additive and monotone, and
Lemma 9. I^x breaks Ij for 0^;^n(l)+n(2).
Proof. By the same argument of the proof of Theorem 1 it sufficesto
show it for the following case. Let (xu x2)^F ―FxxF2, Fi^OjuS, *=1> 2, /(I)
-＼-j(2)=j,and let C, D be closed subsets of F which are FS in IT. Then,
take partitions Pt between C, and Dt in Eif where Ci=C(~＼Ei and DiHEi,
Qi^0ju>-ii, Pi=QiX {x2}, and P2= {xjx£?2. Let Kt and Ht be closed sets in
Ft such that
dciKu DiCHu and KtnHt=Qit KtnHt=Ft.
Then, apply Lemma 1 for the cover X consisting four members Fk = A1xA2>
where each At is either Kt or Ht. Note that T=R1＼jR^2j-u where Rx―
QiXF2, R2=F1xQ2> in this case. Hence, by putting F=Fk we can reduce the
general case for the following three special cases.
(i) F is disjoint from the set E―Ei＼JE2. In this case we have a partition
L^Sj-i between C and D in F without any difficulties,since IJ0 is piecewise
rectangular and any ULF family in F is also ULF in IJ by the condition (###).
(ii) F is disjoint from either Et (say, £0, and one of C and D (say, C)
is disjoint from E2. In this case, using the condition (###), we can assume
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that D contains a neighborhood of the set Fr＼E2 in F. Then, this case is
reduced to the case (i).
(iii) One of C and D (say, C) is disjoint from Ex and the other (say, D)
is disjoint from E2. In this case, using the condition (###), we can assume
that D contains a neighborhood of the set Fr＼Ex in F. Taking a partition
between C2 and D2 in E2 (if necessary), this case is reduced to the case (ii).
Therefore, in all of these cases we have shown that there exists a partition
Le2＼-_, between C and D in F, which completes our proof of Theorem 3.
Corollary 2. The inequality(**)is validwhen TI―XxY is normal, II0=
XoxYo is open in H, piecewiserectangularnormal, both of Xo and Yo satisfy
FST(Ind), and IndX0=IndZ and IndF0=IndF, where X0=X＼{x} and Yo=
Y＼{y}. Without the assumptionlndX0=lndX and Ind F0=Ind Y we have the
inequality
Ind(X X Y) < Ind Xo+Ind Yo.
Remark 0. (a) Note that Theorems 0 and 2 also follow from Theorem 3
by adding isolated points to factor spaces X and Y of a plecewise rectangular
product XxY.
(b) Under the following condition (##)' we can show Theorem 2 in more
direct way like that in Theorem 1. This case is, however, contained in our
case, since (##)' together with Lemma 8 implies the condition (##).
(##)' There exist closed families a＼,―l^^n(l), consisting of subsets
of Xi such that they satisfy the conditions (a)-(d) in Definition 2 with k ―n(l)
together with the following condition (e).
(e) For every two sets C and D there is a partition P between them in
Ff=F＼{*} such that [P^etrVi, whenever both C and D are closed subsets
of F'. FS in I,, and F is anv element of a＼-.
3. Remarks and Examples.
Remark 1. The notion of (piecewlse) rectangularity is due to B. A.
Pasynkov [9, 10]. When we deal with normal spaces, a rectangular product is
nothing but an F-product due to J. Nagata [8]. Hence, in this case the priority
is due to him (all the cases treated in [4] concerning the inequality (**) are
included in this case). It is known, however, that there exist normal piecewise
rectangular products which are not rectangular [5, 10, 15, 17] (from the defini-
tion we see that every rectangular product is piecewise rectangular).
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Example 0. The Example 1 in [15] is an example which is non rectangular
but satisfiesthe condition of Theorem 1.
Example 1. Without rectangularity even Corollary 0 does not hold in
general, since it is shown by M. Wage [16] (see also [14]) that there exists a
locally compact perfectly normal product space XxY(hence, it satisfiesFST(Ind))
such that IndX=Indy=O<Ind('XxFN).
Example 2. Without FST(Ind) even Corollary 0 does not hold in general,
since it is shown by V. V. Filippov [3] that there exist two compact spaces X
and Y such that IndX=l, IndF=2, but lnd(XxY)>3.
Example 3. The class which satisfy FST(Ind) is sufficientlylarge, since
all at most 1-dimensional normal spaces are included in it from the following
reason: every (locally)finiteunion of O-dimensional subsets is O-dimensional,
since for every normal space the condition IndX=0 and dimX=0 are equivalent.
In Corollary 0 we assume only that factor spaces must satisfy FST(Ind).
The following example shows that the assumption that the product must satisfy
it is much stronger than ours (see also [13, p. 365]).
Example 4. There exist two compact spaces X and Y such that both oi
them satisfy FST(Ind), but their product space XxY does not.
Let Z be the famous Lokucievskii's example (e.g. [2, Example 2.2.13]).
Put Z=XUY and Xr＼Y=I, where / is the unit interval and both of X and Y
are homeomorphic to the following quotient space K,
K=(LxC)/E,
where L is the one-point (say *) compactification of the long line Lo, and C is
the Cantor set, and E is the equivalence relation on their product LQxC cor-
responding to the following decomposition of LxC: Every one-point subset
of LoxC and the set i^xf'W, where te=I and /: C―>/ is the continuous
map from C onto / defined by matching the end points of each interval removed
from / to obtain the Cantor set (e.g. [2, Example 2.2.1]).
Let r be the retraction from K onto / defined by
r(s, c)=(*, /(c)) for (s, c)<=LoxC, and r(t)=t for t(EI.
For each t^I let
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(1) Note that {Kt: t<^I} is a decomposition of K.
Let g: X―*K and h: Y-*K be homeomorphisms. For each £e/ put
Xt=g-＼Kt＼, and Yt=h~＼Kt).
Then, let
Z*=uteI(Xtx{t}u{t}xYt), and I*={(jt, t): ml].
Define p: Z-^Z* as follows:
p(x)=(x, t) for igI and i6l(, and p(y)=(t, y) for j>eF and y<^Yt.
By (1) the above definition is well-defined. We shall show that p is a
homeomorphism. Since it is one to one, it sufficesto show thatit is continuous.
For any point in Z＼I it is easy to see that it is continuous. Hence, we shall
consider a point t&I. Take any open neighborhood U of p(t)=(t,t). Then,
there exist two sets V and W, open in X and Y respectively, such that
(t,t)<=Ln(YxW)czU.
We can also assume that
r(g{V)＼Jh(W)) <=r(g(Vr＼W))=r(h(VnW))
by the definitionof the retraction r.
Then, the set G-VVJW is a neighborhood of t in Z and p(G)aU. Hence,
p is continuous.
Since IndX=Ind F=l, both spaces satisfy FST(Ind). On the other hand,
their product does not satisfy FST(Ind), since their product contains 2-dimensional
subset Z*, which is a union of two 1-dimensional subsets p(X) and p(Y).
Remark 2. The notion of ULFness is due to M. Katetov [6]. We can
shown Corollaries 1 and 2, using the following theorem due to him: A normal
spact has the following property (K) if and only if it is strongly normal (that
is, collectionwise normal and countably paracompact).
(K) The notion of LF ness coincides with the notion of ULFness.
It is indicated by K. Morita [7] that the notion of ULFness is effective to
studv the covering dimension of nonnormal spaces (see also F51).
Example 5. There exist an LF family which is not ULF. Indeed, let X
be the famous Bing's example [1, Example 5.1.23] which has a discrete family
X consisting of single points which satisfiesthat there is no discrete family p.
consisting open sets U such that f^U for each {/} e^. Since we can show
moreover that there is no such locally finite family, A is never ULF from
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